
Colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual tile. Sizes listed are nominal. Please check samples before making final selection and to get actual dimensions for 
layout. See reverse side for additional product information.

Livingstone features four popular white marbles - from the gentle movement of the Bianco and Gold colors to 
the stronger veining of the Arabescato and Melange. The antiqued finish gives the appearance of a floor in a 
historic building that has been aged and worn over time. The technical advantages of an Italian porcelain and 
the various mosaic options add to the series’ allure.
 

Arabescato (VELEAO)Bianco (VELEBO)

Gold (VELEGD) Melange (VELEME)

(29B)

LIVINGSTONE
Verde1999
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Colors Sizes - Rectified

Mosaic Basketweave Mosaic - Full sheet shown 

Arabescato (VELEAO)
Bianco  (VELEBO)
Gold  (VELEGD)
Melange (VELEME)

12 x 24  VELE--/1224
3 x 12  VELE--/312

(The 3x12 is cut from 12x24)

2 x 2     VELE--/22

2 x 2 Mosaic - 
Full Sheet Shown

VELEB1/BW VELEB2/BW VELEB4/BW

Blend 1
(Bianco/Nero/Nero)

Blend 2
(Arabescato/Bianco/Grigio)

Blend 4
(Melange/Gold/Nero)

Livingstone is suitable for residential to moderate commercial applications.

As with all inkjet products, there are many different graphics that are mixed and packed randomly. It is 
important to pull from multiple boxes during installation, rotate pieces, and note the placement of the 
different images to get the proper final blend.

Most Italian manufacturers recommend a maximum offset of 8” (20cm) on all large format tiles when setting 
a running bond. Please refer to ANSI requirements for setting large format tiles ANSI A 108.2 Section 4.3.8.

The Coefficient of Friction is a general guide only. Testing may vary with different production 
runs and with different testing labs. As noted in the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
the coefficient of friction varies considerably due to facts not under the control of entities 
such as the manufacturers and distributors. These factors include, but are not limited to, 
contaminants, slope of terrain, drainage conditions, adjacent surfaces, etc. Suitability for any 
installation can only be determined by a site examination of all conditions that could affect 
the slip resistance of the tile being installed. Continual cleaning and maintenance must be 
performed once the tile has been installed. 

Technical Information

MADE IN ITALY 

Product Information

Trim

VELE--/SBN      3 x 24   Surface Bullnose
The surface bullnose is made from field tile that is cut, ground and re-glazed.

24 x 24  VELE--/2424
24 x 48  VELE--/2448

Available in the above colors - subject to minimum order quantities. All sizes are rectified.

Non-Stock Sizes

Usage & Installation Information

10545-3

10545-6

10545-12

DIN51130R

DCOFDeep Abrasion 
Resistance

Physical Properties Physical PropertiesNorms NormsValue Value

Water Absorption

Frost Resistance

Slip Resistance

Dynamic (DCOF)
Coefficient of FrictionConforms

Conforms

<175mm3

≤0.5%

Resistant

R10

≥ 0.42 Wet


